
 

 

 
Should you send that proposal?  By Sharon Day 
  
Recently I received a voice mail message from a representative of a company that just upgraded their services in 
our market.   They asked me to phone them back with my e-mail address so they could send me a proposal 
outlining how much their improved services could help me.  What?  While there are several things wrong with this 
approach, this article will focus on the proper use of proposals. 
 
Proposals are not conversation starters.  They are used as closing statements.  Think of them as the exclamation 
point after discovering that your products and services are a fit for your customers.   In the best sales scenarios the 
proposal is a recap outlining the sale that’s already been made. 
 
Beginning the conversation with a proposal is like dumping a bag of garbage on your customer’s desk and then 
discussing the contents.   Instead of discovering what the customer is truly dealing with or wants, you force them 
to first deal with what you think would be of benefit to them.  That’s insulting, especially to someone who has 
never done business with you.  
 
Being presumptuous in sales is deadly.   Should the customer have a grater need than the solutions you’ve jumped 
to outline, you’ll miss opportunities that you’ve left uncovered.  When you quote your rates and options too 
quickly, you lose leverage.  Recovering from this mistake is nearly impossible. 
   
Unfortunately, I witness the above actions every week.   Sales managers and sellers, here are a few suggestions 
and thoughts for your consideration.    
  
Think of proposals and presentations as one and the same.  Make them in person or via teleconference, no 
exceptions.   Any proposal sent or accessed electronically without first being discussed should be coded as having 
no or low value for likelihood to close. 
 
Proposals should only be given to those who express need and interest.  It’s a waste of time and resources to 
prepare and send a proposal to someone who has no intention of looking at it.   To think otherwise is to fool 
yourself and your team.  It may also result in a prospect having a negative first impression. You don’t want them 
citing your approach as an example to their team of what not to do! 
  
Proposals are only sent to those with a genuine need/want; who plan to spend money and have given you an idea 
of how much they’ll spend and how and when they’ll decide to purchase.   If there are several entries in your 
pipeline noted as  ‘proposal sent’, notice how often the expected close date is pushed back and the likelihood to 
close percentage is lowered.   The garbage scenario shared earlier is now reversed.  Sellers have allowed the bag of 
trash to be emptied into your pipeline.  Managers spend valuable time sifting through it.  No company wants to 
discuss or touch the by-products of this waste, including mismanaged time, energy, resources, focus, missed 
opportunities, frustration and turnover.  Each negatively impacts the bottom line. 
 
Please be realistic.  Sales Pipelines that are full of proposals like these aren’t worth anything; they might as well be 
called ‘Sales Pooplines’.   

 


